
SOAPBOX Comments for the 2021 Linc Cundall Contest   

 

W1GIG: 

There are 2 distinct groups, the heavy hitters with big scores and the rest of us who enjoy feeding them 

contacts. 

N9TT gets a prize for the biggest transmitter.  

KN4RRQ: 

Had great fun and reached OR from VA, and finally worked Mike WU2D.  I found my Beverage on the 

ground after, and realized I had worked a bunch of stations with a pile of Coax only! I managed 21 

contacts over both days.  The new Push Pull Hartley on 40M was responsible for the bulk of that.   Sorry I 

did not get to work you Tim, but I hope you will let me know when you can be on 40 or 160M.   

W3FJJ: 

Great to give the old WW/2 TCS some use.       

WA8UEG: 

Thankfully, this year I was able to devote more time to the event. I finished re capping my 129X just in 

time to use it instead of my 50’s HQ140 and grab an extra multiplier. Unfortunately, my “game plan” 

was to spend Wednesday night / Thursday as well as Saturday night on 80 then all day Sunday on 40 

meters. Sunday I was plagued with QRN which was beyond what my HQ129X was capable of handling, 

but I persisted and while I lost several contacts due to QRN I did manage to put several 40-meter 

stations in the log, unfortunately far fewer than I hoped for.  

On the bright side I inherited a RAF “beam filter” made in the early 40’s for aircraft navigation (pictured 

on the top right of the power supply) It works well as a 1020 HZ audio filter on CW and really enhances 

the selectivity of any older receiver. On 80 it made the difference between completing QSO’s of weak 

stations and losing the QSO due to QRM. It was also helpful on 40 meters eliminating the foreign hams 

on SSB. 

Despite the 40-meter QRN it was another great AWA event. We had to compete with a couple of other 

contests but nothing like the major contest during the BK event!!!  I am already looking forward to 

operating in next year’s contest.  

 In pursuit of a new contact, I have been guilty of this myself. Now I listen before I jump in on a station 

completing a QSO. As soon as a station I have not worked signs I would call the station only to discover 

that he did not have the frequency the other fellow he finished with had been calling CQ and the station 

I called had answered his CQ.  I had it happen to me a few times this year, when you have been on a 

frequency calling CQ and making contacts then must give up the spot, tune up and down the band to 



find another clear spot then spot the frequency with the transmitter and retune because of another 

station taking over the frequency is frustrating. Not a huge deal but a courtesy we should be aware of 

when operating events.  

N2BE: 

I would characterize this year’s “Linc Cundall” as one that had very good participation and a generous 

variety of propagation, except for long skip which seemed to be somewhat scarce.   

On Saturday, the 80 meter band was packed with people calling “AWA”, “CQ NA” , “CQ WES” and “CQ 

SKCC”.  There were even guys calling “CQ Test” (they must have been with the “worked all contest 

group”, HI.  One overwhelmed op was calling “CQ QSO”, he just wanted to talk to someone/anyone! 

While I worked the regular New England “backbone” stations such as W1ZB, NE1S, WU2D and NV1X, 

there was no W1GIG heard.  I can only imagine that you are still having antenna issues at your new QTH.       

Wanted to use a newly ready (not quite finished) 1939 Stancor “60P” xmtr that I have been working on.  

To say that this rig was totally “trashed”, as received would be an understatement.  It has come a long 

way and was a delight to use it this year on the Linc Cundall event.  Even better, it survived the whole 

event!     

 

W1ZB: 

I really enjoyed this year’s Linc Cundall event.  I had a very good band conditions on all three bands at 

my my ATH in Andover MA.  I ran my Hallicrafters HT-9 transmitter on 160M which was a lot of fun.  

Hopefully next year I will have a better 160M antenna.  On 80M and 40M I ran my T-19 and T-22 ARC5’s.  

I used a Hallicrafters SX-28 for my receiver.   

 

W8GKI:  

I’m attaching my log for the recent Linc Cundall contest.  I made a dozen contacts, all but one on 40 

meters.  There were a lot of signals on 80 while I was there, but I didn’t hear any AWA activity.  Only one 

station answered my AWA call, and he was a “non-member”.  (remember the station does not need to 

be an AWA member to count in the scoring) Signals were all quite weak on 40M except for Rob – K2WI 

who was running 600W to a Navy TCK and came in here 579.  Everyone else rated an R2 to R4.  I 

understand that the power levels are set to even the score among contestants, but the results for me 

out here in New Mexico is that almost all of the signals I can hear are weak to worse.  I know I’m beating 

a dead horse, but I sure do think that we would get better participation from the western station is we 

encourage folks to run power as high as possible.    Thanks for a good time and 73.       


